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considered Layer 3 addressing?A. Data Link Layer B. Network

LayerC. Application Layer D. None of theseAnswer B. Physical is

Layer 1, then data link, and then Network. This is the same layer that

routers are on.22. What layer are Bridges on?A. Data Link B. Physical

C. Application D. TransportAnswer A. Bridges segment networks

but are not able to determine addresses like the network layer

does.23. Repeaters are on what layer?A. Transport B. Session C.

Physical D. ApplicationAnswer C. All repeaters can do is boost a

signal. An active hub is a good example of a repeater. A switching

hub is a good example of layer 3 addressing, since switches go by

network addresses and IPX addresses rather than just boost signals.

Bridges can only read mac addresses, and not the full IPX or TCPIP

addresses.24. Which of the following are considered routing

protocols?A. OSPF B. IP C. IPX D. EIGRP E. Token RingAnswer A

D. Answers B and C are routed protocols, whereas A and D are the

protocols that do the routing. This is easily confused. You can

remember it by thinking that the routing protocols that haul the

routed protocols are like a tug ship pulling a barge. The barge is full

of data.25. Which two of the following are considered connection

oriented communication?A. Setup and maintenance procedures are

performed to ensure message delieveryB. A physical circuit exists

between two communicating devicesC. It is a best effort type of



communicationD. A virtual connection exists between the

twoAnswer A D. B is not a necessity, and C is not accurate. TCP is

connection orientedand UDP is not.26. Which of the following are

not WAN protocols? Choose 2A. Frame Relay B. ATM C. Ethernet

D. FDDIE. ISDNAnswer C D. Ethernet and FDDI are LAN

protocols.27. Which of the following will allow you to view NVRAM

s contents?A. show configuration B. show protocols C. show

versionD. show running-config E. show startup-configAnswer A E.

These show the backup configuration stored in NVRAM. The other

anwsers allow youto view RAM.28. Which of the following contains
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